For Immediate Release

Fort Lauderdale, May 29, 2009

VEI OceanView Launches Apollo II HD Thermal Camera System

OceanView Technologies Inc., a leader in marine night-vision cameras, is proud to announce the newest product in its extensive line-up of multi-sensor night-vision camera systems; the Apollo II HD. This is the Highest Definition Thermal Imaging camera available in the marketplace today at this price. It has an MSRP of only $17,995 and is shipping immediately.

The OceanView Apollo II HD incorporates a 640x480 resolution thermal imaging camera with its new 4x digital zoom and an ultra-low-light camera in the same popular 360° pan and tilt housing as the Apollo II Camera. The Apollo II HD has four times the resolution of other cameras and roughly twice the range. The thermal image in HD is clearer and more detailed than comparative systems. The Apollo II enables the user to see clearly not only in total darkness but also in a wide variety of poor lighting conditions including low-light, heavy rain, bright sun and some fog. The low-light sensor amplifies even barely discernable light to render a crisp detailed picture in any light condition except for total darkness. The combination of thermal and low-light in one unit makes boating more safe and enjoyable and extends the day into total darkness. Floating debris, channel markers and other vessels are easy to see. Looking out for unlit or semi-submerged objects in passage or for maneuvering in unknown waters and anchorages just got a whole lot easier. The camera has an on-control-unit camera position indicator and a home button. With the new LCD control unit, the user has fingertip control and a clear view of the simple menu.

Mike Bader, OceanView’s CEO said "We are excited to offer this new model to the marine world offering 4 times the resolution of our industry favorite Apollo II. Adding 4x digital zoom and an LCD camera controller will make this the new state-of-the-art. We have added significant value to the tremendously successful Apollo II and judging from the reception we have had already I am confident that the Apollo II HD is going to be equally successful."

Finally, feedback from many existing Apollo users led OceanView to recognize the importance of remote access and so the Apollo II HD like the Apollo II now has an IP control option for those users wanting to view images from the camera via an off vessel internet connection. Simple Ethernet connectivity makes installation and integration into other on-vessel systems a snap.

The ever popular Apollo II is still available at an MSRP of $12,995.

For more information, please e-mail sales@vei-systems.com
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VEI and OceanView are both headquartered in Fort Lauderdale FL USA. They have been manufacturing sophisticated marine electronics in the USA for the yacht, military and commercial markets for over two decades.